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co-religionists, people of the same race, or relatives abroad.
The latter are afforded an opportunity of giving help by the
following well-calculated method. The Moscow Government
invites them to place at the disposal of one of its missions abroad,
or to official quarters co-operating with its missions, a sum in
foreign currency, on which the Government will hand over to
any person indicated, from its stores in the Soviet Union, a cor-
responding amount of flour, oats, sugar and so on. In other
words, a German peasant (for example) in the neighbourhood
of Odessa, whose harvest has been taken away from him almost
in its entirety, will have a part of this minimum necessary for
existence restored to him if people abroad will pay over to tie
Soviet Government a sum in foreign currency. The net result
of the Torgsin system is that a few lucky people are moved up
into the privileged category, and receive help at the cost of die
suffering masses.
What are the advantages of this system to Moscow? In
contrast to the export of grain, which is very costly, this system,
involving no expenditure abroad, is probably the most profitable
method of exploiting the distress of particular human categories
for the benefit of the national budget. At present much better
terms can be obtained by the Soviet from people abroad for the
food they buy in Soviet Russia for their friends and relatives
than by exporting it in the usual way. For years Moscow
has taken inordinately high payment for its toleration of
: individual help.
On the other hand, Moscow thus publicly admitted once
and for all the existence of a state of distress in the country,
and the fact that hundreds of thousands could only support
life with help from abroad, as well as the moral justification of
such relief. This disadvantage was accepted, because it was
counterbalanced by the extraordinary advantage of receiving
foreign currency in place of food parcels.
The slogan applied to these proceedings was characteristically
not "hdp for the suffering," but "presents for the Soviet

